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                    Cian Mcloughlin, E, 2014 oil on canvas, 24 x 20 in

Cian McLoughlin’s scalpel of choice is paint itself. Instead of the brush, it’s the paint, thickly, aggressively applied, which 
seems to cut and peel away an outer skin to reveal the living pulp and soul beneath. Whether it’s a human face or the 
infrastructure of a building, McLoughlin’s impasto becomes raw flesh, exposed bone. 

In J. Cacciola Gallery’s upcoming exhibition, THE MIDDLE WATCH,  featuring  McLoughlin’s recent work, some of the 
canvasses are tethered to realism; we recognize human faces or the structure of buildings. Others explode into almost 
complete abstraction; an organic world of rugged energy roiling into human form. Thus what McLoughlin reveals isn’t 
clarity, but mystery. Looking at his canvases, at their power and drama, we want to ask ourselves: “Who or what is that 
that’s been living under the skin?” We see the faces or the structured elements, but we’re no closer to intimate 
knowledge of them. In fact, all we get for our trouble are more secrets, deeply hidden and closely held. And therein 
lies the thrill.   

Because ultimately, that is what McLoughlin is engaging us in, the thrill of rough mood. Like neighborhoods you’ve 
always wanted to explore, but whose wild reputation intimidates you and prevents you from entering, McLoughlin’s 
canvasses beckon us into dangerous emotional places, where life is raw, mysterious, and unapologetic about it. In the 
large work, “Triple Point,” for example, the skeleton of industrial buildings still emit light, but it’s a light that goes 
nowhere, holding close to its exposed bones, a light that grins at us, dares us to enter the neighborhood. The 
abstracted “O” confronts us with a face emerging from a deceptively serene composition of mostly light blues and 
bright whites; but then another face, partly eaten away, emerges beside it; and then there’s another, below, and does it 
have only one eye?; and then there’s another, at the bottom, an open mouth in a broken, sky blue ovoid—we think; 
and the composition isn’t so serene after all. 

None of this could be executed without McLoughlin’s complete mastery of paint, at one with its physicality as well as it 
properties of color and light. Though the brushwork appears wild, it is actually highly disciplined, each stroke another 
peeling back of the skin, another plane revealed. There is confidence in these strokes. There needs to be, for what 
these strokes express takes backbone for an artist to withstand. 

THE MIDDLE WATCH: Paintings by Cian McLoughlin, promises viewers a thrilling experience, a jolt out of the safe 
and into the emotionally and aesthetically dangerous. McLoughlin dares you to join him in that dangerous 
neighborhood. 

 

For additional information, images and an exhibition list of works, please contact Jenny Montgomery at the J. Cacciola 
Gallery, 212 – 462 – 4646 or jenny@jcacciolagallery.com. 


